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Restricted Linear Model*
C. Rueda, B. Salvador, and M. A. Ferna ndez
Universidad de Valladolid, Spain
We consider a linear normal model Y=X%+e with % verifying a linear restric-
tion and the standard estimators % (unrestricted MLE) and %* (restricted MLE).
We prove that %* is preferable to % using a new and strong criterion which implies
the domination under other usual criteria; in particular it is proven that the
standard simultaneous confidence intervals centered at %* have more confidence
than those centered at % .  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We consider the estimation of the parameter vector in a linear model
Y=X%+e, e ^ Nk(0, _2I ), where X is a k_p complete range matrix and
% is restricted to belong to a polyhedral cone ^/R p. The unrestricted
maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) % for % is the standard estimator
% =(X$X )&1 X$Y, % ^ Np(%, _2(X$X)&1), and the restricted MLE, %*, is the
projection of % on ^ for the metric given by 7=X$X : %*=P7 (% ^). (See
Robertson et al. [11] for this and other topics in restricted inference.) This
general framework includes as a particular case the problem of comparing
the means of independent normal populations, which is the standard model
in the context of restricted inference, where % is the vector of the population
means, % is the vector of sample means, and 7 is diagonal.
We are interested in comparing the performance of % and %*. It is well
known that when % is estimated globally, the restricted MLE is better than
the unrestricted MLE under the quadratic error loss; however, using other
loss functions we could obtain the opposite conclusion.
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For instance, when one is interested in estimating a single component %i
or a linear function of the components, c$%, it depends upon ^ and c which
one of the two estimators is better: in the case of independent normal pop-
ulations and when ^ is the simple order cone, it has been proved that %i*
dominates % i (Kelly [5] and Lee [7]); however, when ^ is the tree order
cone, it has been proven by Lee [8] that %i* fails to dominate % i for
estimating the root coordinate when p is large enough but also that for the
other components %i* is better under suitable conditions. Other references,
dealing with the estimation of c$% in normal restricted models, which may
be also of interest are Cohen and Sackrowitz [1], Kushary and Cohen
[6], Hwang and Peddada [4], and Rueda and Salvador [12].
On the other hand, in the context of linear models, the construction of
confidence regions and simultaneous confidence intervals are of great
interest and little is known regarding the problem of comparing the perfor-
mance of %* and % in these cases. Some partial results for independent
normal populations with a total order in their means are obtained by
Marcus and Peritz [10] and Hayter [2], among others.
The aim of this paper is to compare %* and % in a normal linear model,
where ^ is a half-space, ^=[% # R pa$%0] under different criteria,
including the performance, in simultaneous estimation.
In Section 2 it is proven that %* performs better than % using a criterion
which, as far as we know, is the strongest one used elsewhere. In fact, it
implies that %* is preferable to % to estimate any linear combination of the
components of the parameter vector individually or simultaneously. On the
other hand, with the terminology introduced by Hwang [3], it implies that
%* universally dominates % .
For the model considered, the result obtained is very strong and
definitely establishes the preference of the restricted MLE against the
unrestricted MLE but we think that the number of constraints defining ^
is a factor of major importance and that a stronger result than what is
proved here would be difficult to obtain in any other situation.
2. THE MAIN RESULT AND APPLICATIONS
The main result in this section is Theorem 3, where it is proven that for
any convex and symmetric set A/R p
p(% &% # A)p(%*&% # A).
This inequality, considered as a new domination criterion, establishes
that %* is better than % to estimate %. It implies that % is dominated by %*
for other usual criteria and is the basic result used to prove Corollary 4. It
gives the necessary tool to show that the standard simultaneous estimation
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procedures used in normal linear models can be improved by making use
of the additional information about the parameter set. All these facts will
be considered in the applications after the theorem.
Before that we include two lemmas needed for the proof of Theorem 3.
Lemma 1 is Theorem 4.2.2 in Tong [13]. It is quoted below for con-
venience. Lemma 2 proves an interesting property for the multivariate
normal distribution that could have many other uses.
Note that in the following we consider symmetric sets where the sym-
metry is always supposed to be about the origin.
Lemma 1 (Tong, 1990). Let W ^ Np(%, 1 ), 1 nonsingular. Then for any
finite m, any sets A1 , ..., Am in R p, and any real numbers :1 , ..., :m such that
:i0 and  :i=1, we have
p \W # :
m
i=1
:iAi+ ‘
m
i=1
[ p(W # Ai)]:i.
Lemma 2. Let W ^ Np(%, 1 ), 1 nonsingular, a # R p and % verifying,
a$%0. Then for any convex and symmetric set A/R p we have that
g(z)= p(W&% # Aa$W=z) is nondecreasing for z0.
Proof. Let V be the positive, symmetric square root of 1&1 and make
the change of variable U=V(W&%) to obtain
p(W&% # Aa$W=z)= p(W&% # Aa$(W&%)=z&a$%)
= p(U # Bb$U=z$),
where B=VA is a convex and symmetric set, b=V&1a, and z$=
z&a$%0, from z0 and a$%0. Hence it suffices to prove the result for
W ^ Np(0, I ), in which case g(z) is a symmetric function.
Now, consider an orthogonal transformation, Z=MW ^ Np(0, I ), such
that Z1=a$W and let be C=MA. Then
g(z)= p(Z # CZ1=z)= p((Z2 , ..., Zp) # Cz),
where Cz=[(z2 , ..., zp) # R p&1(z, z2 , ..., zp) # C].
Let z<z$0, * # (0, 1), be such that z$=*z+(1&*)(&z) and Bz$=
*Cz+(1&*) C&z . From the convexity it is easy to prove that Bz$ /Cz$ ;
therefore
g(z$)= p((Z2 , ..., Zp) # Cz$)p((Z2 , ..., Zp) # Bz$). (1)
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Finally, from Lemma 1 and the symmetry of g(z)
p((Z2 , ..., Zp) # Bz$)[ p((Z2 , ..., Zp) # Cz)]* [ p((Z2 , ..., Zp) # C&z)]1&*
=p((Z2 , ..., Zp) # Cz)= g(z) (2)
and the result follows from (1) and (2). K
We now present the main result.
Theorem 3. For any convex and symmetric set A/R p we have
p(% &% # A) p(%*&% # A).
Proof. Let %a=P7 (% a$x=0)=[I&7&1a(a$7&1a)&1 a$] % ; hence, %*=
%aI[a$% <0]+% I[a$% 0] . It suffices to show that
p(% &% # A, a$% <0) p(%a&% # A, a$% <0),
which follows from
p(% &% # A, a$% <0)=|
0
&
p(% &% # Aa$% =z) dFa$% (z)
|
0
&
p(% &% # Aa$% =0) dFa$% (z)
=|
0
&
p(%a&% # Aa$% =0) dFa$% (z)
= p(%a&% # A, a$% <0),
where the inequality is obtained applying Lemma 2 and the last equality is
a consequence of the independence between %a and a$% . K
Corollary 4. Let R be the usual estimator of _2 and for each r>0,
A(r) a convex and symmetric set, then
p(% &% # A(R)) p(%*&% # A(R)).
Proof. The result follows directly from the fact that R is independent of
% (and then also of %*) and from Theorem 3 conditioning in R. K
The following applications resume the implications of Theorem 3 and
Corollary 4 in order to establish the superiority of %* against % to estimate
% or any linear function of % under different domination criteria. All these
applications are valid for any vector a # R p, for example when it is known
that %i%j for a pair of indexes i, j # [1, 2, ..., p].
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Application 1 (Coordinatewise estimation). Let Ai=[xi # R|xi|ti],
ti>0, i # [1, 2, ..., p]. Then from Theorem 3:
p( |% i&%i |ti) p( |%i*&%i |ti), i=1, 2, ..., p.
That is, |%i*&%i | is stochastically smaller than |% i&%i | for i=1, 2, ..., p.
From this it follows that for loss functions of the form l ($ ; %)=\( |$&%i)| )
with \(t) nonconstant and nondecreasing on t>0, l (%i* ; %i) is stochasti-
cally smaller than l (% i ; %i) and, as a result, that %* is better than % under
the quadratic error loss. In a similar way we also obtain that for any c # R p
|c$%*&c$%| is stochastically smaller than |c$% &c$%|, which implies that %*
is more ‘‘concentrated’’ about % than % , using the definition in Lehmann [9,
p. 291]. (This result has been proved in Rueda and Salvador [12].)
Application 2 (Simultaneous constant length confidence intervals).
Let A=c # Rp [ |c$x|tc], where tc0 for any c # R p. Then applying
Theorem 3 to this set we have that
p( |c$% &c$%|tc , \c # R p) p( |c$%*&c$%|tc , \c # R p).
Hence, the simultaneous constant length confidence intervals centered at
the restricted estimator are superior to the intervals centered at the
unrestricted estimator.
Application 3 (Simultaneous confidence intervals of Scheffe type,
Tukey type, or Bonferroni type). Let R be the standard estimator for _2
and for any r>0, define A(r)=c # Rp [ |c$x|rtc], where tc0 for any
c # R p. Now, applying Corollary 4 we have that
p( |c$% &c$%|Rtc , \c # R p) p( |c$%*&c$%|Rtc , \c # R p).
Hence, the standard simultaneous confidence intervals are improved when
a linear restriction holds for the parameter vector, using the restricted
estimator, instead of the unrestricted estimator as the center point.
Application 4 (Universal domination). Let B be a positive definite
symmetric matrix and for any r>0, t>0 A(r)=[x # R px$Bxtr]. Again
from Corollary 4 it follows that
p((% &%)$ B(% &%)Rt) p((%*&%)$ B(%*&%)Rt).
Using the terminology introduced by Hwang [3] of stochastic domination
under generalized euclidean error and of universal domination, the result
implies that %* universally dominates % and, therefore, that % is U-inad-
missible.
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